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Abstract
The present papers aims at clarifying, for sunflower leaves and achenes, several correlations 

between some general metabolic parameters, such as chlorophyll, cellular liquid acidity, soluble 
sugars, starch, soluble and crude protein, but also some physiological parameters like foliar surface 
and a general summative parameter like dried weight.  

Following this correlative study, we established for sunflower leaf significant correlations 
between the following parameters: chlorophyll and acidity, direct reducing sugars, crude protein, 
acidity with crude protein and foliar surface, crude protein and foliar surface, dried weight with sugars 
and foliar surface. For achene, we set correlations between starch and soluble protein, total sugars and 
dried weight, total sugars and soluble protein. The correlation that relates the chlorophyll level to 
cellular liquid acidity, having r = 796***, indicates the influence of the photosynthesis process. 
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Introduction 

From the nutritional standpoint, sunflower is considered a valuable source of oil and 
protein, originating from the sunflower grouts, which remain after oil extraction [1,18]. Oil 
accumulation in achene cotyledons depends on the photosynthesis process, but also on sugar 
and protein metabolism of the plant.  

Numerous studies have been performed until now, related to the biochemical 
processes involved in the biosynthesis and accumulation of lipidic compounds [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
16].

On the other hand, publications on this subject are not rich in information regarding 
the monitoring of general biochemical indicators (chlorophyll, acidity, direct reducing sugars, 
total soluble sugars, starch, protein, dried weight), tightly or indirectly related to the 
photosynthesis process, aiming at clarifying some metabolic processes, non-involved in lipid 
biosynthesis [2, 3, 4, 11, 16, 19].   

The aim of this present paper is to emphasize a series of correlations between various 
biochemical and morphological parameters, to ensure a better understanding of the processes 
of sugars and protein accumulation in foliar mesophyll and in sunflower cotyledons. 
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Material and Method 

This study was performed using as biological material sunflower plants, belonging to 
PR 64 A 83 hybrid. The seeds were sown in vegetation vases (0,02 m3), filled with a substrate 
composed by a mixture of town mud and earth (soil), having final nitrogen, phosphorous and 
potassium levels of 100 kg active substance. The plants were cultivated in a vegetation house, 
under controlled irrigation conditions; periodically, samples (leaves) were sampled and 
finally, mature achenes were taken (sampled) for analysis.   

The morphological parameter followed during the experiment was the folliar surface, 
geometrically evaluated and expressed as mm2.

The biochemical parameters monitored during the experiment were: 

chlorophyll (a + b), determined spectrophotometrically at 649 and 665 nm 
soluble sugars, determined by the modified Fehling method [12] 
starch level, evaluated polarimetrically  
soluble protein, determined by the biuret method [10, 13] 
crude (total) protein, evaluated by adapted Kjeldhal method [15] 
standard acidity, determined by the volumetric method 
dried weight, evaluated gravimetrically, at 1050C [14] 

The data were statistically processed by Excell, in correlation with the corresponding 
regression equations. 

Results and discussions: 

 The experiments performed on leaf allowed the emphasizing of nine correlations 
between the following parameters: chlorophyll, direct reducing sugars, total sugars, acidity, 
crude protein, foliar surface, dried weight, these having relevant significances in the 
photosynthesis process and in sugars accumulation, as well as in protein biosynthesis and 
accumulation. These correlations will be presented as follows:  

 The comparative examination of the chlorophyll level (a+b) and of direct reducing 
sugars level allowed the emphasizing of a significant correlation, with a correlation 
coefficient of r = 0,550*, the variation trend being satisfied by a 3rd degree polynomial 
equation y = 0,00005x3 + 0,0182x2 – 2,3951x + 104,67 (fig. 1). 

correlation of chlorophyll to direct reducing 
sugars 

y = -5E-05x3 + 0,0182x2 - 2,3951x + 104,67
R2 = 0,303
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Fig. 1. Correlation of chlorophyll to direct reducing sugars 
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By analyzing figure 1, we can notice a maximum (around 150 mg%g) and a minimum 
(around 118 mg%), due to the fact that both parameters decrease finally, as a consequence of 
leaf drying (diminution of chlorophyll level) and of direct sugar conversion to starch.
 The second correlation refers to the chlorophyll level, as a function of cellular liquid 
acidity, with a correlation coefficient r = 0,796*** and the variation trend is described by a 3rd

degree polynomial equation y = 0,00002x3 – 0,0097x2 + 1,271x – 53,851 (fig. 2). The acidity 
level increases with chlorophyll level, reaching a maximum and then a minimum, as the 
mesophyll maturates to flowering. 

correlation of chlorophyll to acidity
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Fig. 2. Correlation of chlorophyll to acidity 

The third correlation relates the chlorophyll level to the crude protein level, with a 
correlation coefficient r = 0,632*; the apparent trend is increasing, being satisfied by a 3rd

degree polynomial equation y = 0,00002x3 – 0,0096x2 + 1,2689x – 52,135 (fig. 3). 

correlation of chlorophyll to crude protein
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Fig. 3. Correlation of chlorophyll to crude protein 

This variation is normal until foliar mesophyll maturation, considering that 
chlorophyll level increase is an indirect indicator of enhanced protein synthesis, related to an 
increased protons concentration, due to tricarboxylic acids high turnover.  

The fourth correlation relates the acidity and crude protein, with a correlation 
coefficient r = 0,540*, the apparent increase trend being described by a 3rd degree polynomial 
equation y = -19,978x3 + 59,876x2 – 55,114x + 19,837 (fig. 4). 
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correlation of acidity to crude protein

y = -19,978x3 + 59,876x2 - 55,114x + 19,837
R2 = 0,2925
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Fig. 4. Correlation of acidity to crude protein 

 Thus, the acidity level, due to photosynthesis process and Krebs cycle, is positively 
correlated to protein content in mesophyll.  

The fifth correlation relates the acidity to the foliar surface, with a correlation 
coefficient r = 0,541*, whose trend of variation is described by a 2nd degree polynomial 
equation type y =   -62128x2 + 107304x – 5487,6 (fig. 5), with a maximum of acidity at 0,86. 

correlation of acidity to folliar surface
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Fig. 5. Correlation of acidity to foliar surface 

The explanation is related to the physiological maturity of the foliar mesophyll (46045 
mm2), when photosynthesis reaches high levels, even under conditions of foliar surface 
increase with the enhanced metabolism of tricarboxylic acid cycle.  

The sixth correlation is related to the above mentioned five correlations and relates 
crude protein to foliar surface with a correlation coefficient r = 0,540*; the variation trend is 
described by a 2nd degree polynomial equation, y = - 9597, 4x2 + 75257x – 100542 (fig. 6). 

correlation of crude protein to folliar surface

y = -9597,4x2 + 75257x - 100542
R2 = 0,2917
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Fig. 6. Correlation of crude protein to foliar surface 
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The explanation relies on the fact that a maximum protein level of 3,92, corresponds 
to a foliar surface around 46000; then the protein level begins to decrease, even when the 
foliar surface increases. This is due to the beginning of senescence, caused by self-shadowing. 
Thus, in vegetal (plant) cells, the protein biosynthesis is lowered.

The seventh correlation relates direct reducing sugars and dried weight, with a 
correlation coefficient r = 0,622*. The increase of dried weight level, as a function of direct 
reducing sugars content, follows an exponential equation y = 18,724e0,071x (fig. 7). 

correlation of direct reducing sugars to dried weight
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Fig. 7. Correlation of direct reducing sugars to dried weight 

The explanation of this phenomenon relies on the fact that the direct reducing sugars 
are part of the dried weight.

Total soluble sugars are correlated to the dried weight, with a coefficient r = 0,707**. 
The increase of dried weight as a function of total soluble sugars follows a 1st degree equation 
y = 1,4388x + 17,603 (fig. 8). 

correlation of total sugars to dried weight
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R2 = 0,5007
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Fi. 8. Correlation of total sugars to dried weight 

The explanation for this phenomenon is similar, namely, the fact the total soluble 
sugars are also constituents of dried weight.

The ninth correlation relates the foliar surface and the dried weight, with a coefficient 
r = 0,676*; the trend is described by a 3rd degree polynomial equation, y = 
0,0000000000002x3 – 0,00000002x2 + 0,0015x (fig.9).
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correlation of folliar surface to dried weight

y = 2E-13x3 - 3E-08x2 + 0,0013x + 2,5695
R2 = 0,4628
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Fig. 9. Correlation of foliar surface to dried weight 

The explanation for this decrease trend relies on the fact that the foliar surface 
decreases proportionally with the leaf vertical position (fig. 9). 

Another series of test, performed on achenes, examines the possibility of correlation 
between dried weight (a summative index), starch, soluble protein, total sugars. We found 
four significant correlations. The first correlation is between starch level and soluble protein, 
with a correlation coefficient r = 0,515*; the decrease tendency of soluble protein follows the 
increase of starch level and is described by a logarithmic equation y = -3,922Ln(x) + 10,994 
(fig. 10).

correlation of starch to soluble protein
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Fig. 10. Correlation of starch to soluble protein 

 The explanation for this phenomenon is related to the decrease of soluble protein, 
along with achene maturation and high molecular weight protein accumulation, which are 
practically not soluble is diluted saline solutions (0,9%).

The second correlation for achenes related the starch level to total sugars, with a 
regression equation y = -0,4434x2 + 2,5935x. The explanation is related to monosaccharides 
and oligosaccharides condensation, to form polisaccharides, such as starch.

The third correlation relates total sugar level to total soluble protein, with a regression 
equation y = 2,4198x. The explanation relies on the fact that both parameters are 
characterized by low molecular mass, as a consequence of accumulation processes.  

The fourth correlation relates dried weight to starch, with a regression equation y = 
186,24x – 1750,8. The explanation relies on hexose condesation to starch, the starch level 
beginning to increase after reaching the accumulation limit (9,4%) in dried weight. 
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Conclusions

We emphasized several important correlations for leaf, which relate: chlorophyll level 
to reducing sugars, r = 796**, total soluble sugars to dried weight r = 707**; the variations of 
the followed parameters being associated to different stages of development (growing, 
senescence). 

For achenes, the correlation of the starch level with soluble proteins certifies the 
existence of interrelations between starch accumulation and protein in cotyledons: along with 
achene maturation, we assist at monomer condensation to macromolecular compounds like 
starch or high molecular weight protein. 
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